
Document-Based Question  

The Columbian Exchange and the World 

 

Directions The following question is based on the accompanying documents. 

 

In your response, you should do the following: 

• State a relevant thesis that directly addresses all parts of the question. 

• Support the thesis or relevant argument with evidence from all of the documents. 

• Incorporate analysis of all of the documents into your argument (at least four documents). 

o Historical context  

o Intended audience 

o Point of View 

o Purpose 

• Support your argument with analysis of historical examples outside of the documents. (outside knowledge) 

• Connect historical phenomena relevant to your argument to broader events or processes in the same time period 
(contextualization). 

• Demonstrate complex understanding of the historical development that is the focus of the prompt.  

The response must demonstrate a complex understanding, which must be part of the argument and not merely a phrase or 
reference. You may do this in any of the following ways: 

1. Explaining nuance (contradictions) by analyzing multiple variables 
2. Explaining both a cause AND effect 
3. Explaining connections between time periods and/or geographic regions 
4. Expanding the argument to include different themes not covered in the prompt 

 

 

Essay Prompt 

Based on the following documents and your knowledge of world history, evaluate the extent to which the Columbian 
Exchange had positive and negative effects on world civilizations. (causation) 

 

   



DOCUMENT 1 

A chronicle kept by the Cakchiquel Mayas for the descendants, recording the impact of a European disease on their 
people, early 16th century 

“Great was the stench of the dead. After our fathers and grandfathers had succumbed, half of the people fled to the fields. 
The dogs and vultures devoured the bodies. The mortality was terrible. Your grandfathers died, and with them died the 
son of the king and his brothers and kinsmen. So it was that we become orphans, oh, my sons! So we became when we 
were young. All of us were thus. We were born to die!” 

 

DOCUMENT 2 

Adam Smith, British economist, from his book, The Wealth of Nations, 1776 

“Since the discovery of America, this market for the produce of its silver mines had been growing more and more 
extensive...[and] the greater part of Europe has been much improved...The East Indies is another market for the silver 
mines of America, and a market which has been continually taking off a greater and greater quantity of silver. Particularly 
in China and [India], the value of the precious metals was much higher than in Europe; and it continues to be so...The 
silver of the new continent seems in this manner to be one of the principal commodities by which the commerce between 
the two extremities of the old [world, namely Europe and India/China] is carried on, and by means of it, in great measure, 
that those distant parts of the world are connected with another [in trade]. 

 

DOCUMENT 3 

Tomas de Mercado, Dominican priest and theologian, his book of advice to merchants, 1520. 

“Previously, Andalucia (Southern Spain) and Lusitania (Portugal) used to be the very end of the world, but now, with the 
discovery of the [West] Indies, they have become its center...they (the merchants of Seville) deal in all parts of 
Christendom and even in Barbary (Muslim lands). To Flanders they ship wool, oil, and wine, and bring therefrom every 
kind...To Florence they send cochineal (dye) and hides, and bring back brocades, silk, and cloth. At Cape Verde they trade 
in Negroes...to the (West) Indies they ship cargoes of every merchandise, and return with gold, silver, pearls and 
cochineal...the opportunities for great wealth...attract some of the principal citizens into becoming merchants, when they 
see the vast profits to be gained...the gentry through greed or necessity, have lowered themselves, if not to trade, at least to 
intermarry with trading families; and the merchants, with their desire for nobility, have striven to rise, and establish rich 
entitled estates.” 

 

DOCUMENT 4 

Letter from King Affonso of Angola to the King of Portugal, 1526 

“We cannot reckon how great the damage is, since the merchants are taking every day our natives, sons of the land and 
vassals and our relatives, because the thieves and men of bad conscience grad them wishing to have the things and wares 
of this kingdom which they are ambitious of; they grab them and get them to be sold; and so great, Sir, is the corruption 
and licentiousness that our country is being completely depopulated...We beg of Your Highness to help and assist us in 
this matter, commanding your factors [slavers] that they should not send either the merchants or wares, because it is our 
will that in these kingdoms there should not be any trade of slaves nor outlet for them.” 

 

 



DOCUMENT 5 

AMERICAN FOODSTUFFS AND PLANTS EXPORTED TO THE WORLD  

Peanuts 

Potatoes  

Sweet Potatoes  

Tapioca 

Squash 

Corn  

Beans (17 Types)  

Papaya  

Guava  

Avocado  

Pineapple  

Tomato  

Chile Pepper  

Cocoa 

Pumpkin  

Tobacco  

Coca  

Dyes  

Medicinal Herbs  

Vanilla  

Blueberry 

 

VARIETIES OF OLD AND NEW WORLD STAPLE CROPS COMPARED  

(In millions of calories produced per hectare) 

Chief American Crops Exchanged  Chief Old World Crops Exchanged 

Maize (Corn)  7.3  Rice   7.3 

 Sweet Potatoes and Yams   7.1  Wheat    4.2 

   Potatoes  7.5   Barley  5.1 

Manioc  9.9   Oats  5.5 

  Note: After 1500, American Plants were transplanted and grown the world over. 

 

DOCUMENT 6 

John Evelyn, English pamphleteer, his concerns addressed to Parliament, 1674 

“[You should worry about] the ruinous number of our men daily flocking to American plantations [from] whence so few 
return...which in time will drain us of people, as now Spain is, and will endanger our ruin, as the Indies do Spain.” 

 

DOCUMENT 7 

Marc Lescabot, French economic historian, from his book, The History of New France, commenting on price inflation 
and devaluation of money, 1612. 

“Before the voyages to Peru, one could keep much wealth in a little place, but now that gold and silver have been 
cheapened by abundance, great chests are required to transport what before could be carried wrapped up in a piece of 
drugget. A man could go a long way with a purse in his sleeve, but now he needs a trunk and a horse.” 


